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FOREWORD ,

. -I
. - .. . . ..

Thert-sis a growincunderstandirig within the educitionalsco muntty that,if
the. imprOitenient of students'.teading.skilis is. to be realized, the 'stem Must
be addressed not only 111 reading classes but by all teachers in "all c nt areas.
Perhaps students' reading.skills haie become the accidental victim of cu ulum'
departmentalization and skcialization .. . .., Ap

Science teachers.,, thougli:nOt specially trained in the teaching 'df railing, .

should accept some of the responsibility fbr helping to mprove the Verbal' skills
'of their students,

. . .

;..
In this bdok Drs. Judith Bechtel and Bettie ,Franzblau present several

practical method 1:4y which the science "teacher can easily incorporate -reading .
instruction Into the science curriculum without taking time iway;frorri teaching
content. Icluded,:also are suggestions for assessing tht:reading levels, of science
students and of the textbooks. they. willi be expected to use. There are many
examples and illustrations to clarify and.r! infOrce. the ideas Presented.

, . ..,
Reading in tile Science; Classroom can pr vie the science teacher with the

tools neeiliclp meet;the obligation to imgrove e reading skills of studerits:; _...,

.fr < w
, ..

. . tk .r

.

i

I o,

ysics and Chemistry Instructor.
Union County High ,Tchool.
iberty,, Indiana

'
,
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PREFACE
,- ,

Reading in the Science Classroom is.one of a series or books published by
the 'Nation'al Education. Association tolielp content teachers use print materiall
in 'teaching the specific' conten areas... .

Etich book in the sertes will(a) provide a rationale ror.teaching reading in
that discipline, (b) introduce assessinent.tecktniques for the purpose 'of organtzipg
for instruction.. (c) furnish specific' classroom activities ,`and (d) list'professidnal
rex is and )otmials in addition to sources for classroom aids.

Science teachers should find this "hook helpful fOr'its suggested teaching
methods.- developed from the professional literature and througli malty }tours of
trial teaching in classrooms. Teachers in training will find this Evaltiable resource
book., an intetraf part of their ,pertOire. In short. Drs.-Bechtel and Franzplau
have made asrgnificarit cpntrib lion to studelndelitancling of the soen'ces by .

facilitating the of ten,difficult k of teaching rending in the.,iciences.;

1.

I

(Tani
Series Editor

,
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1. TIIE NEED FOR READING INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE'

"Ail subject matter learning' depends in large measure on the studeiu's
competence in the language of the subject."

There has been a rent deal of discussion within
the academic community about the need to. wadi

, language .skills' across the content clItliCtlit1111.
Reading skills are central. to the acquisition cif
ivforniation in most content area courses fi2) This

particularly true in science. It 15 variously
estimated' that fiom 50 to 80 percent' of the
learning that takes place in science classes comes
from reading. when we define reading as thinking
about as well asdecoding and processing informa-
tion(3) Research suggests that language difficulty
is the main reason for not succeeding in content
'areas.(4). Often students cannot comprehend lex--
tures and labs until they -have given close and
careful .atterftion to a science textbook. compe-

' tenet" in science assumesthe ability to comprehend ,

other types of,' reading material as well. handbooks.
almtinacs, encyClopedias, and -current scientific
publications,

Reading has become ari specially important
component of the science eurricirkim with the
growing acceritance, since the '19505, o the inquiry
approach to learning.`(For a full dicussion of the
impliCations of tile inquiry approach to preknt
Methods of instAction in science, see Hurd and
Lon-gstrept.)(5) Because of the information explo-
siqn in science, facts learned today will soon be
obsolete. Therefore, the. thrust of today's science
courses is to help students becOme lifetime learn-
ers. That is why the recent Nation41 Assessment of ,
ScienceTeaching (reported by Sund and Picard)(6)
evaluated not only information and concepts dem-
onstrated by science students, but also such study
skills as the ability to pick out the'key words bf a
problem and use various techniques for obtaining
relevant informatioh. ,The assessment team also
found evidence of serious deficiencies in the
comprehensidn and vocabulary skills of science
students.

True, most science teachers have neither the
time nor the training to set up remedial reading
programs. and that-job is.hest left to the reading

David. L. Shepherd

specialists. Yet no one pis better trained to offer
reading instruction in science than the science,
teacher who tinArstAnds the specialized vocabu-
lary Loncepts of that discuAine. According to
David L. Shepherd, ''Lofical reasoning about rend-
tug imtruction in the content subject~ points to the
fact that' the teacher, who has a background and
expertise Sin. a specific'. subject is the one best
qualified to ad-apt the reading skills to it.'"(7)

IMPLICATIONS FOR SCIENCE TEACHERS

The present decline in verbal skills comes at a
time when science edticatiqu is a prerequisite for
an increasingly large number'. of career- options.
This means that science teachers must be sensitive
and responsiye tb the special reading problems of
their students.

In any ,given. science classroom the range of
reading abilities is likely to be extremely wide- as
many as eight to ten grade level differences within
a neterygeneous grouping.(8) Yet standardized
reading scores. usually reported as grade levels of
reading ability. do not represent static attainments
or even conditions of'absolute Mastery or absolute
deficiency in any one reading skill. Average readers,
and ,,even those better than average often need
special guidance to develop the specific siftls
needed to comprehend and remember what they
read in science.

How can. science teachers, already busy with
heavy teaching loads and extra responsibilities of
maintaining lahoatories, be expected to teach
reading skills along with science content? The
answer iI by thinking of reading skills as insepa-
rable from thinking and understanding skills, and
by fotusifig on-those aspects of reading that can
maximize students' success in science. Some gni-'
phasts on reading skills does not necessarily mean
that time is taken away from the study of science
itself: It its important to remember that as students
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work with the language of science they ,are also
working with the concepts of science. '

THE VISIBLE SIGNS OF READING
PROBLEMS

Science teachers have made three basic observa-
tions about the way students r9d.science texts:

Some students don't read their assign-
ments.

Other students don't read carefully enough
to really.understand.

Most students can't 'remember or apply
what they have 'read.

These points' are often expanded to include more
specific problems. For example, some students
focus on unimportant' details or skim over key
points. As one teacher put it, "They get the feeling
thathey understand as they read, but this feeling
is misleading simply because it is.only a feeling;
they may have mispronounced or misunderstood
the special terms they read, and they dor0 Think
while they read.°

SOME CONTRIBUTORS TO READING
PROBLEMS .

rle

An analysis of the particular difficulties inher-
ent in-science texts helps us understand how to
improve the reading skills important to the mastery'
or science.

Vocabulary

The vocabulary of science books often poses
difficulties. It is not simply the high density of
polysyllabic, technical words; there is, also. the
probleni of familiar Words used in a new, special-
ized sense. Rote learning of definitions may foster
a veneer of verbal competence without guaran-' .
teeing understanding.(9) Often students lack the

. background and experience to understand newly
learned scientific terms, ,

,
Actually, every person has several laye

proficiency; a large recognition vo abu-
of

vocabulary
lary of words that look or sound familia but

which the person cannot 'define; a smaller range
of words that are clearly understood but never
actually used, and a still smaller list of working
words. Science teachers should aim' to expand each
student's workirig vocabulary, This process involves
more than mere Memorization, since various re-
strictions and rules of appropriateness "govern the
usage of new words. These' rules, taken for grants4
by those familiar.with the words, must be acquired
by the student gradually, through practice,

Interest

When students have difficulty understanding
vocabulary, they lose interest in the content..This
is especially true if most of their previous reading
experience has been confined to news stories and
fiction. Not only are science texts heavy with new
vocabulary and complex information, the highly
abstract explanations are Atiffictilt- to follow be-
cause there is no way to picture them.(10)
addition, science material is often presented, in very
confusing ways: several new concepts might be
introduced at once withdut an adequately estab-
lished frame of reTerence, or concepts, totally

«unrelated to. one another are made to. stem linked
by proximity. $

Syntax

Sentence structures that differ from normal
spoken usage present yet anothez, difficulty In
sc' ce texts. LingUists are just now identifying

ti language, of c-ertain disciplines, ln scientificle

of the syntactic structures that characterize

writing w often see these forni (adapted from a
list in Karli l 1):

1, the passive-voice
, "A narrow bean of molecules is formed by

letting molecules 'of a hot pass through
aties*of slits:J(1Z' ,

2. s borditiate clauses and other words that
limit the apparent meaning
-Normally a bleeder resistance valve is
chosen so that the bleeder .will draw ap-
proximately' 10 percent of the full-load
current when no load is connected:103'

. 3. separation of mQdifer from what is modi,
fled

10



"At higher temperatures the ware length
radiated most brightly is shorter and the
color yellow to blue."(14).

4: high proportions of verb jihritis (gerunds.
participles. etc.)
"A molecule possessing the activation ener-
gy associated with a given reaction does not
necessarily react when it undergoes a col-
lision"( 1 5)4,

5. inverted word order
"Just:inside the pellicle are the trichocysts,
which appear as tiny lines through the..
microscope."( 16)

STVDENTS LEARN L
Clive all these difficulties. it is easy to under-

stand that poorly prepared or inexperienced stu-
Itenti can be intimidated by science texts. Natu-
rally a classroom of students will function at
diffeleirtlevels in relation to any given textbook.
Some find the book easy enough to read indepen-
dently (independent level). Others can read it with
guidance and supervision (instructional level). Still
others will be completely overwheimed.by the
text, even with guidance and supervisiongrustra-
tion level).(17) Additionally, there are various
kinds, of breading fjustration: some students are
relUctant, some disadvantaged, some retarded,'
some merely sloiv.(181

Science teachers must strive to offer the kinds
of.tielp that will keep students at the instructional

'- lerl from frustration and keep students at the
fruitration level provided with alternate materials
or supplemental activities to compensate for what
they miss: Teachers will find that even readers at
the independent level will profit frOm exercises
that lead them to interpret and apply what they
read. .

Indeed, all students benefit from activities that
move them beyond literal comprehension (decod-
ing' of individual' sentences) toward interpretation
(recognizing themes, making inferences) and appli-
catiop (solving problems). Although common sense
suggests that the higher order comprehension skills
cannot be learned until' literal level skills are mas-
tered, research reveals that (at least for students of
adolescent age or older) the development of the

.*

higher orders of comprehension promotes under-
standing and retention at the literal level( 19)

The organization of information into concepts
is a long-term process, the result of numerous
interactions of combinationS of facts and experi-
ences. Therefore, concepts cannot be taught di-
rectly. the way facts can.(20) Hord defines con-

.cents as "a synthesis of logical felationships given
to relevant information" learned by discriminating,
categorizing. and_evaluating.(21) Concepts corn-
press information into chunks and thus aid the
memory in retaining facts. Concepts also transfer.
enabling us to solve problems or make predictions.
Furthermere, the recognition and utilization of
concepts is an innately satisfying-experience. per-
haps the ultimate educational motivator.

It is important to remember, however.' that
scientific concepts- or abstractions cannot be iso-
lated from the vocabulary, the details, and the
processes described in science books. The concepts-
cannot be separated from the way they are
expressed. In other words the reading of science
helps students develop cognitively, yet without
adequate cognitive development, they cannot truly
understand what they read.

The interaction between literal comprehension
and abstract reasoning has been fhe special concern
of numerous psychologists and educators, Piaget,
Bruner, and 13loom among them. For example,
Bloom's hierarchy of the various levels of compre-
hension is specified in the Taxonomy of the
Cognitive Domainfrai knowledge of terminology
and facts, through application, analysis, and
synthesis, to judgments based on internal evidence
and external criteria.(22)

WHY READING PROBLEMS AREN'T SOLVED .

IN ENGLISH CLASSES-
/

Reading is a complq activity, and slightly
. .

different reading skills 4re called forth in each
discipline. Often students 'come to science text-
books with adequate re ding skills, but somehow
they. fail to apply whit t they know to
content. After all, as chor has noted: "Re ing
has no content ofits wit, It is a process d for
acqtiiring Information, for solving a problem, or for.
recreation and enjobment. It is a means to an
end."(23) 1
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Science textbooks pose their- own peculiar
reading problihns, necessitatutg new approache,s. In
some ways the content teacher has an advantage
over the English. teacher in that a readinig lesson in
science ,can be seen by students -as fresh. immedi-
ately useful. and perhaps more "real than a
similar lesson in English.

Of course. me ttudents will master new
scientific mate all 'by themselves, without spe-,
vial attention from their science teachers. Sinn-
lady. many children learn to read completely
uhassisted, even before they go to school;,Still, just
as the vast majority must be taught to read, this

,sequenced

also benefit from a deliberate and
7..sequenced prop-am of instruction in the specialized

skills of science reading.
Good teachers will find that they have been

teaching reading for years. In sonic eases it is not
even necessary to prepare special reading exercises.
activities, and worksheets. often all that is required
is a different approach, ,a temporary focus on
means rather than on entls. Reading must been
seen as inseparable from the learning process. The
long-term payoffs are great. because students profi-
cient in reading have high morale,' are eager to
learn, and can mov ' quicklj, past basic science
content to experim ntation, probleni solving, and
application of scient lc principles. .

SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

Science students re having problemsii.reading
their science texts. ten reluctance to complete
assignments and their inability to comprehend

what they read is exp lained in part by the dif-
ficultio inherent is scientific writing its speLial-
'zed vocabulary, terse style, and high concept load.
Scierice teachers can help students tingerstand'the
information in science texts o'n a literal level, and

.guide them beyond rote memorization toward
interpretation and application of the concepts
involved.

It is important to determine which students
can handle the course textbook independently and
which will function at the instructional or frustra-
tion levels. Several methods olassessment will be
explained in Chapter 2 In general it helps to know
more about students' reading skills than their
standardized test %%ores reveal. A teacher-made.
Study Skills Inventory makes evaluation an easy
task.

Once you havc.evaluated student performance
in the' specific reading skills needed for the mastery
of science, various reading lessons can-be incorpo-
rated into the normal coverage of course content.
Chapter 3 offers specific lesson plans for helping
students develop a scientific voCabulary, vary their
reading rate reorganize key concepts, and work in
small groups. In addition. science teachers may
wish to adapt one. of the several models of
structured overviews and study guides Oh their Own i
purposes and course content.

Finally. Chapter 4 wi suggest some ways to
evaluate textbooks for adability. A textbook
should be considered for doption if it features
content that meets depar went goals, 'a format
congenial to the teaching i ethods of school staff,
and a readability 'level commensurate with the
ability of the students who will use it.

-r
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2. THE ASSESSMENT OF READING SKILLS.
"Eraluation of classroom karmnthearluil cs am:wending process "

Every science teacher is familiar with the
unmistakable signs that certain 'students are expeki-
encing chfficulty reading their science texts. Con-
fusion in class, lack of understanding. :Ind mispro-
nunciation are sure indicators of reading problems.
Soine students stumble over. words when they read
aloud in class. or reveal their difficulties at confer-.
ences or &wing tutoring sessions. Very often.
teachers can observe a blankness. of expression,
restlessness, or discipline ;problems -ail indirect
'results of reading frustration. Many students do

...dot even attempt to complete reading assignments .
because they have experienced so much failure in
the past,

In order to. tailor reading assignments to the
particUlat needs .a.sfudents, teachers must have
accurate way% of measuring special reading skills.
Assessment meets two needs:

1. lo determine if the textbook is suitable for
,the students who-Willbe using, it

-,- to determine which reading.subskills need
special attention throughout the course,

In general, the first point involves matching' "
student and'textboolc as to grade level proficiency,
Most publishers indfcate for which grade level their
textbook is written. If not, teachers can make their
own evaluation, using one of the formulas in
Chapter 4. With this inforniation teachers can
judge which, students can read independently,
which students may need guidance and instruction,,
and_which students will experience frustration with.
the text.

'CLOZ6 TESTS

. One. way Ito- determine the sultabiliti of a
textbook is to construct and administer a doze

Mi Judith iheku (1.)

13.

\

test. Cloze tests measure a student's sense of
closure Cher /his langUage, expectations) about the
syntax and vocabulary, of a book. Basically the test
requires students to guess which words have been -
eliminated from a sample -passage. Research shows
there is a high correlation between the ability to
pip-form this task and the ability to understand the -
text when it is whole.() A doze test has, the
advantage of avoiding all the labeling inherent in
grade-level placement, It is also a more 'direct
measure of the match between student and book
since th'e mutilated passage' comes directly from
the course textbook. .

The teacher selects a repiesentative passage of
bet-ween 200 and 350 words. This passage is then
retyped, the 'first and last sentences intact, but
with a blank 'space replacing every fifth. word. (A'
total of $0 blank spaces makes grading easier.).
These spaces should be typed to unifcirm length so
that the student cannot guess the missing word on ,

the basis of the length of the space it should fill.
The missing words will, of course,' include most
parts of spoech since they are deleted randomly. A
sample doze test is shown in Text Reference 1
(Appendix A).

The studek should score between 40 and 60
percent on a doze test to succeed at the instrkic-
lions' level with that textbook. Stutlents who score-
below 40 percent, however, are at the frustration
level and will probably have a greatdeal of trouble
reading the text. When more than one level of
textbook Is for class use, the teacher
should use the doze procedure to assess.the middle
level book, then proceed to a lower level text for
those who score below 40 percent on the original
test and to a more difficult book for those scoring
over 60 percent. . -

The doze test makes a convenient pretest, and
the doze procedure is also adaptable as a teaching
tool, especially for vocabulary, (See Chapter 3 for
specific suggestions.)

13
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INDLVIDUALIZED ASSESSMENT TEST

Still another way to determine the suitability
of the text for the student is to construct. an
individualized assessment test. This procedure re-
quires -a little more work from the teacher than
'does the doze test, but it has the advantage of
being a more direct measure of the actual reading
skills that will be used in the course. An individ-
ualited assessment Jest measures three distinct, yet
interrelated skills: vocabulary, faaLual, recall, and
interpretation.

- To Construct an individualized assessment test,
the science teacher should select a' representative'
passage of aboitt MO words from the textbook.
Care *lust be taken to select a passage that doesn't
require extensive background information to .be
understood since the students will be taking this
test early in the course. if necessary, such back-
ground information could be given in a brief
introduction to the passage.

Next make up a multiple choice test of 30
questions-10 to measure vocabulary, 10 factual,
and 10-inferential. An objective test makes grading
easy. A sample individualized assessment test is
included as Text Reference II (Appendix A).

Students who score higher than 90 percent on
the individualized assessment test are reading at the
independent level and could possibly work with a
more difficult text: Those who.score lower than 10
percent are at the frustration level and probably
need a lower level, less difficult text. Those who
score between 71 and 89 percent are reading at
instructional level. They can probably handle the
textbook at hand, but they will require some
guidance in order to do so effectively.

INFORMAL STUDY SKILL INVENTORIES

Grade level assessment of reading skills or
assignment to independent, instructional, or frus-
tration categories provide only a rough approxi-
mation of a student's ability to comprehend the
textbook. Although a grade-level placement test

scan indicate that work is needed on reading skills,
the 'test does not specify which-Skills most need
improvement. For this diagnostic purpose science
teachers can construct an informal study skills
inventory based on their own determination of the

reading and study skills required in the course.
An informal study skills inventory is a checklist

of those skills important for achievement in a given
subject. These inventories are always preliminary
and need to be confirmed by further observations
and followed by directed instruction and retesting.
The measure can be absolute (students are judged
competent in a given skill or below criterion level)
or relative (students are judged as good, fair,,or
poor in a given skill).

To construct an informal study skills inven-
tory, make a list of those reading and study skills
that your students must master if they are to
succeed with their textbook reading. Give some
thought to those problems that have given former
students some difficulty. Text Reference.111 (Ap-
pendix A) represents one teacher's list of the skills
needed for a biology course.- Obviously some of
these skills can be measured on the basis of test
answers and. other classwork; the others can only
be measured indirectly, by observation.

-KEEPING RECORDS

Once hictividual diagnostic assessments are
made, it (is important that classroom teachers 'lake
use of these evaluations. To do so the tether
needs some method of keeping records that is easy
to use and teadily available. Note cit.& or file
folders are popular, but class charis art more
efficient since the nee& of the whole class can be

` seen at once. Text Reference' IV (Appendix A)
.represents a simplifiid way keeping track of

assessments for an entire cla do

SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT MEASURES .

Obviously some reading skills are more impor-
tant than others in the study of'science. Further-
more, any good teacher knows there are many
other *tors that contribute to academic success.
Therefore; science teachers might like to supple-
ment their assessment of general reading ability
with a more focused measure of some special
contributor to _academic success, especially if it is
an area of concern to be worked on throughout the-

.

course.

14
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Vocabulary

Since scientific vocabulary poses special prob-
lems for students, it is sometimes a good idea to
give a diagnostic test to determine competence in
vocabulary. This can be `done in various ways. A
first "step is to determine which words students
understand. This can be accomplished by using
word lists (such ds those published in Panes and in
Aukerman).(3)

can
approach is to test how

well a student can learn what a word means from
its context. Robinson and Thomas offer the
following list of types of context clues which stu-
dents should be able to use in interpreting new
words:(4)

1. direct explanation
. .- The solid outer shell of the earth, the

crust, is called the iithosphere."(5)
2. examples ,

In each area a different gene,pool -came to
be established. Thus, Eskimos Came to have
certain traits unlike those of Plains
Indians."(45)

,
3. familiar expression, language clues

.Second, the bleeder furnishes a path so
that the capacitors can discharge when the,
power supply is turned off"(7)

4. summary .
"Thus, mercuric oxide is not a mixture of -

mercury and oxygen in the same way that
, air is, a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen.

Merctiric oxide is a pure substance that
cannot be separated into simpler substances
by most of the methods we use to sep-
arate mixtures: Nit when it is' separated
by heating, it cannot be put badk together
simply by mixing. We call such substances

i 'compounds' ,: ,."(8) .

5. comparison /contrast
"Thus, fraternal twins are two completely
different people, That is, their genes are no
more alike than those of normal brothers
or sister's .... Identical twins, on the other
hand, are nearly the same person in dupli-
cate."(9) .

Students need also to process transition words.
These are common but important 'words that

.4,
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indioate relationships between clauses and win-
tences, When students are inattentive to the dis-
tinctions between transition words, they often
make faulty assumptions about the material they
are reading, even when they understand the scienT
tific terms within it. Sbine examples of transition,
words include :( 10)

I. words that show a continuation of the - .

I.

3..

.

4. words that warn
contradiction:

.

same idea:

moreover
likewise
too
furthermore

for example
-... to illustrate .

not only. . : . but also
in addition

words that show a reversal of thought:

but however
on the other hand on the contrary

words that limit or'qualif4tatements;
if
although
normally
sometimes

yet
;in spite of
apparent

when
'a)proXimately
occasionally
often. .

of a surprise or apparent.

nevertheliss
not, no
pargdoxically

There are various ways to construct vocabulary
tests. One format lists the words tote defined at
the top of the page, with explanatory sentences
below. Another format, suitable for a 'pretest of
each chapter, lists difficult words along with 'the
pages on 'which they are found. During a, silent
reading period students are instructed to define
these terms as they are used in the textbook.(1 1).
These tests can .be given as part of a.study guide if
class time is limited,

t,

Attitude Inventories

Whereas academic skills can be directly mea-
sured, attitude, background experiences, and study
skills are usually assessed on the basis of what
students report about themselves. As such, the
reliability of these measures is dependent on the
students' insight and honesty. Still; many teachers
judge these factors as crucial to successful learning

...

..

4
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and wish to measure them as part of any assess-
ment of student skills. A sample attitude inventory
is given in Text ReferenceN (Appendix A).

In constructing an inventory ,of attitudes or
behaviors, there are several principles to keep in
mind (adapted from Estes and Vaughan).(1 2) ,

1. Offer the students live categories of re-
sponse so that they will not feel they are
making arbitrary responses.

Put statements in the present tense.

3. Avoid double negatives 4nd difficult words.

4, Avoid the use of extreme statements such
as "always." "never." "all." "forever." etc

ffer some undesirable statements so that
students will have to adjuit to either' end of
the scale in order to answer consistently.
rather than repeating a single response set.

41.

THE NECESSITY OF ON-GOING
ASSESSMENT .

Although science teachers will want to assess
their students! reading and study skills early, in the
year. particularly' if there is a choice of textbooks
available for class use,: these early assessments are
merely preliminary. Some form of: assessment
could precede each new unit, for students will be
differently motivated and experienced in relation
to different' topics. 'End-of-term tests should also
be designed to give some feedback on changes lir

g and study skills. Both teachers and stul
dents ill be encouraged to know that -&-class
work on reading and study skills has engendered
improvements. Perhaps the activities suggested in
Chapter 3 will inspire additional rrulthods of
assessing skills and integrating these assessments
into the regutir science classwork.

V

16
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3. CLASSROOM STRATEGIES

"Ability to manage the language of a subject area can be developed, and that
development is a function of teaching."

If teachers are to help students develop reading
skills in science class, they must first realize that
some strategies do not work. For example, some
science teachers spend a great deal of class time
reading aloud to their students from the textbook.
This causes the students who have already read and
ujiderstood the text to become restless, while poor
readers get lost and become even more discouraged
*out their ability to learn. Sometimes students are
asked to take turns reading sections of the text-
book aloud. This strategy is even less effectual
becaust poor readers are embarrassed and their
stumbling bores the entire class. (Whenever stu-
dents ate asked to read aloud what they have not
read silently, they are. in an automatic "test of
leading Poifer" situation. Good readers perform
well in. this situation, poor readers flounder.)

Before asking students to read in class, spend
some time pronouncing key words and establishing
a purpose for,the reading. One strategy is .to ask a
question that students will answer later, defending
their answer by reading relevant parts of the text.
If students falter while reading,- offer pronuncia=
tion help immediately,

Many teachers use class time' to provide stu-
der4s with background experiences th4ocdntribut
to an understanding of the vocabulary and con-
cepa of the course. Filmstrips, Alms, demonstra-
tions, and field .trips all encourage firsthand in-
volvement with the course content. These activities
can be planned to include opportunities for repeti-
tion of special vocabulary and syntax. Repetition is
important becausettudents need to overlearn new
words before these words can beconiellrt of theirpl
working vocabularies, part of their cognWe frame-
work.
' The specific lessons in this chapter present
science teachers with .additional suggestions for
developing reading skills. Each teacher dest decide
which skills to stress, based on an assessment of
student ability and an understanding of the prob-
lems inherent in the course content. It helps to,

Dorothy Ptercy (1)

think of reading development as a continuous
spiral; there is a need to return to work on certain
problems; but each return is marked by more
mature understanding.(2)

The most effective lessons emphasize one thing
at a time and work from the known to the
unknown, from the concrete to the abstract.
Lessons should Ir selected only when they are
germane to the uRit being studied.(3) Some chap-
ters introduce a great deal of new vocabulary;
other chapters call for work in recategorizing
Information in charts of graphs. It is important to
pick activities that help students learn the material

"Triland.

'LOCATING INFORMATION

Early in the course the science teacher should
devote class time to an introduction of the
textbook. Questions, either oral or written, should
direct student attention to the following features:

J. the table of contents
How have the authors organized the mate-

a you are going to study? Approximately
ho many. pages are in each unit?'

the index
.a' On what page(s) will You find information

about cirettits? Now many different key
words can you. think of that might help
you, find pages where pollution,wbuld be
discussed?

3. glossary
What is the difference between the index
and the glossary? Now' is thi'definition of
"primary" different from the definition'
you might find in the dictionary?

4. vocabulary lists
Now do the authors make these words
stand out when they are introduced in the
chapter? What is the quickest way of

17
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looking up these words for your study
lists?

- 5. questions at the end of each chapter
Can you see any advantage to looking at
these questions and at the "summary sec-
tion" before you read the chapter? How

, can you use the chapter headings to help. ,

you find an answer to question 5?

The teacher can decide whether this intro-
duction to the textbook should serve as a review or
as a reading lesson in itself. It i§ especially crucial
that students have practice in using the index.

FLEXIBLE READING RATE

One of the most important principles of
content reading is that students must vary their
reading rates. They must be taught when to speed
up and when to slow down. Skimming and
scanning are appropriate for overviews, for locating
specific points of information or. special words.
Whole chapters need not be scrutinized with the
same care one gives to crucial explanations. Histori-
cal background, lengthy analogies, arid extended
examples usually call for speedier reading. Narra-
tion, news stones, and simple exposition do not
require the same degree of conscious concentration
that scientific material requires. Students need help
in determining if passages require slow or fast
reading. They also need to learn how to scan books
and chapters before a more careful reading in order
to determine the levels of information covered.

According to Walter Pauk, students can over-
come inertia by doing a .swift survey of assigned
textbook readings. Once, they have started to 'read,
it becomes easier to shift into the study Mode. Too
frequently, however, teachert ask students to slow
down, without rafting, they maybe encouraging
inflexible reading patterns; making every assign-
ment tedious and boring.(4).

An assignment that requires students to con-
vert diagrams and text into procedures is one
means of teaching students' to Slow down their
reading rate at critical places. This is especially
important in science classes when students are
asked to perform experiments on the basis of
information given in the textbook. Another way tb
get students to read slower is to ask them to find

ft

\),
answers to specific questions
guidet. The point, of course, is
pay close attention to what't
truly process it.

Although science teacloiscomplain of it less
often, there is also the problem of the student who
reads.material too slowly. Usually this Student is
trying to remember too many details rather than
concentrating on the key ideas. This may result
from excessive conscientiousness, from reading
without a specific purpose, or from an inability to f
distinguish main points from details. (See later
exercises on identifying main points.) No matter
what the reason, plodderskneed to become more
efficient.

1-

or complete study

to teach students to
ey read.so that they.

SQ3R

To promote flexibility in reading rates and a
means of loCating materiarin the science textbook,
science teachers should spend some class time
presenting and practicing Robinson's SQ3R tech-
niques.(5) At first teachers can lead students
through the whole procesi:

Survey
Look at the length of the chapter, the
headings, the list of vocabulary, the chaits
and diagrams to get a feel for the kinds of
information covered in that section and the
depth of tteatment.
Question
Turn these observations into\ questions
(especially how and why ,questions) that
will give purpose to your reading. For
graphs and charts, ask what point is being
made. These questions can be asked aloud,
written down, or merely thought abo4t,
but it takes discipline to do the latter.
Read
Now the reading his a purposeto answer
the questions posed on 'the basis' of the
survey. Since headings always indicate key
ideas, questions based on headings help
students discriminate between details and
main points. Illustrations, on the other
hand, may depict details and should be
viewed as reinforcements of the text.
Review
Once a section has been read purposefully,

18
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it can be reviewed more effectively just
before the next class or before test time
The review should focus on the questions
raised, key words, and the relation of'each
section to the others. Only key passagei
need be reread.entirely, depending on the
nature of the assignment. Thi review pro-
cess may involve notetaking.

Recite
Preparing for a class discussion or test
requires a high degree of comprehension.
Even if students have already taken notes.
They must be able to produce information
on the slightest stimulus. As a last step in
studying, the student should write doWn
froin memory:

a.

b,

c.

definitions of key words, or supply
words to match key definitions.
main ideas with explanaticin and illus- '
trations.
key measurements. formulas, relation-
ships, etc.

ADDITIONAL LOCATING ACTIVITIES

Until the SQ3R technique has beer: practiced
extensively, students will neei additional help in
locating important textbook 'Material. The follokv-
,ing activities amiliarize students with pew ways of
locating information and also provide practice in
comprehending the difficult syntactic patterns of
science. These two goals can be met by asking
individual students or small groups to answer
questions or solve problerrq that require processing
the difficult sentences, (Small groups are 'better
because peers will be able to correct each other.)

Here are three activities that give, students
practice in locating spedfic information:.

1. The teacher supplies a sentence' (ustially
about a main point) and the students locate
a sentence from the text that says virtually
the same thing. This activity has the addi-
tional advantage of forcing the student to
understand the material as well as find it,
especially if thee teacher's sentence is a
difficult one.'

2. The teacher asks students to find the
answers to questitiks about new vocabulary

19

or information. At first the teacher ban give
the page number and even the column in
which the answer is found, later progressing
to a more'open format.

3. -Vocabtilary can be reinfoirced in an inter-
esting way, With stopwatch in hand, the
teacher writck a word and the page on
which it can, be found. Students keep their
boots closed, sometimes with the appropri-
ate section -marked, until they hear the
word "go." The teacher keeps a record of
time elapsed as studentv\search for the
word. Students can Idep )track of time
elapsed to rponitor subsequent improve-
ment throughout the year.

VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

Vocabulary development is a constant, under-
lying goal of all science lessons.. Vocabulary is
being taught even wherOdis not directly stressed.
However, it is better taught consiciously. Here are a
few general principles to think about as you direct
your attention toward other concerns (adapted
from .Shepherd):(6) ,

1. Say pew words frequentlA.

2 Display new words on boards or posters.

Take time to work on prcinunciation.

4. Call attention to differences between scien-
tific usage and general usage of problem
words.

5. Constantly elicit context clues.

6. Be conscious of the occasional inapplica-
bility of rules, such as those that apply to
root words, prefixes, and suffixes.

7. Select vocabulary building techniques that. mesh .'wit; your teaching stile. If you
prodeed inductively, choose methods that
lead into generalizations containing key
words. If your approach is deductive, use
techniques that introduce problem words
first 1.

8. Study vocabulary in phrases whenever pos-
sible so that rules governing word usage are
at least implicitly suggested.

9. Develop. the index habit; have studentsi

,
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look up words whenever problems arise.

l'a Keep a good general dictionary handy
(preferably the one used in English class-
rooms at your school) for looking up both
scientific and common words. Be sure that
the "science" label is understood and iden-
tified from alternate definitions whenever

.., the context requires it. In addition, keep a
science dictionary and an encyclopedia of
scientific terms on hand ;in the science
classroom.

1.

Vocabulary development is part of every sci-
ence 'lesson. Periodically, special attention should
be directed to problem words. Most commonly this
is accomplished by assigning a vocabulary list of
words to be defined' from the text or glossary, but
other procedures might also be tried:

Vocalluiary recognition practicePractice
sheets help students learn to iSay close
attentio to the shape and structure of
scienti4 words. Students choose a match
from a orig three or four look - alikes. They
are inst cted to examine thee word at the

, left an decline as quickly as possible the
'wo at the right which matches it. This
e rcisl may be timed. ,

I

,'
J

mato:cope .. oscillotope oscarscope organically oscilloscope

rotot ?Ida rotor ' Niro-rooter toter

hertz .. hu hertz hen ersatz

impedance orn tpnce emptdence unpedence impedance

Three of these exercises back to back gener-
ally elp reinforce perceptual patterning.
Afteri more than three timed exercises; ef-
ficiegcyseems to diminish.(7)

Graphic syllablesLong words can be bro-
ken into graphic syllables (adapted from
Ken edy):(8)

Ac ylcholine
A

cliY1
I cho

line
Acdtylcholine

Alveolus
: At

ye
0
lus

Alveolus

I

Prefixes, suffixes, root wordsLists of pre-
fixes, suffixes, and root words might be
used to help define unknown words or
make up original words (such as imaginary
names .for animals in biology class). Good .
lists of suffixes and roots can be found in
Pauk, Piercy, and Burmeister.(9)

PuzzlesOccasionally crossword puzzles
and hidden word puzzles can be devised
using key words of a chapter or topic. To
devise a crossword puzzle,

the

the two .

longest words in a lesson as the vertical and
horizontal: Use a Scrabble board to work
out how the other words rhirht fit in. Then
record the configuration on graph paper,
numbering the top and left -most spaces at
ithe beginnings. of 'words. Next draw the

'puzzle So that you have the correct number
of blank spaces, with the top and left
spaces numbered. The last step is to write
definitions or clues for the "down" and
"across" columns. The finished puzzles can
be duplicated and used year after year.(10)

Cloze tests/The doze test (fully described
in Chapter 2) promotes discussion of con-

'. text clues and can iv, 'constructed
vocabulary study. Depending on the le on,
specialized terms can be deleted fro a
passage. If all verbs are, deleted, snide is
are called on to distinguish between active
and passive verbs.

AnalogiesAnalogy tests and games help
"develop vocabulary and clarify relation-
ships among concepts. This can. be an
especially useful technique if the correct
answers are discussed by the students.

I Interpreting chemicalr symbolsChemistry'
students can . make up lists of regular,
common words using chemical symbols and
the rules for formula writing (suggested by
Gage)(1 1), For example, success is spelled
suc2es2. The winner is theloerson with the
most words. A more elaborate game re-
quires some special equipment. Sik small
cubes are imprinted on each side with the
letter symbols of the chemical elements. -
Students take turns rolling the cubes, all
Rlayers listing as ,many chemicals as they '.-

or
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can from the top sides of he cube's, They
may consult the Periodic able.,or make
the game harder bworkin from memory..
The :winner is the person ith,the longest -

correct list after all players h ve rolled.(12)

This list of activities may su est still other
ways to reinforce the specialized vocabulary of
science courses. When new wocds_ar pronounced.
written, interpreted, or used they come part of

-_ the student's working vocabulary, That such activ-
ities can also be fun is an added bonus,

INDIN9 THE MAIN IDEA

Probably the central Sign of Leading compre-
hension' is the ability to find, and understand the
main idea of a passage. That was the goal of
Robinson's SQ3R technique, and that what
students do when they list procedures and when
they 'locate information. Putnam suggests 'that
teachers begin this work In class and then ask
students to complete the search for main ideas'as a
-honiework assignment.(13) The results can be
chicked in small groups so students can learn from
on another methodi of identifying main ideas.

i Here is'a sequence for developingthe ability to
i ntify and restate main ideas: (14) .

,

i 1. Begin by presenting three statements and
ask students to choose the statement that
contains . the main idea. One statement
should be - irrelevant and one should be
related but only a detail.

2. Furnish a partial outline with some heall-
ings and some subpoints, the others to be
filled in by the 'students.

3. Furnish lists of details from the text with
no headings. In supplying the headings, the
students will be generating main ideas.

...
Another technique involves cutting down

important sentences , from the text so that all
articles and extraneous words kit glipinated, leay.%,
ing only the key words `oil main idea.ltiake this
fun activity by having a contest kg see who can
come up with the shortest meaningful sentence. Or
pretend that cablegrams cost $100 rd and
students must send the'least expensive, ndersfand-

. .
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able telegram they can (adapted _frotrr Robin.
son).(45) This js, another activity that works well
with small groups and is good prepaigion for
outlining-and notetaking.

Science teachers Will alsro. wantto point out to
students that there ate -several .strategies that
authors- use t emphasize th4ir main points'
(adapted from S t pherd and Strang):(16)

1. devoting. a lareamouni of text to the main
idea and smaller amounts to less_important
ideas

3. asking a rhetplical question that the main
idea answers

3. illustrating the main idea with a picture,
chart; or grapli

4. using AN retain idea as a heading for a
section of the wit..

, .
STRUCTURED 0,V ER VIEWS (ADVANCE OR,
GANIZERS* .

Andther way to help students find main ideas
and understaiid relationships inherent in the mate-
rial is,to introduce ''structured study guide before

*beginning the read* assignment.(17) These struc-
tured overviews are conceived at a more abstract
level than the text on which they 'are based.
Teachers explain them to students, at the 'same
time previewing the assigned material .on'whiCh the
overview is based..

To- develop a structured overview, the science
teacher should jot down as many ideas as can be
recalled after reading a passage. These ideas should
then 'be grouped Into a visual pattern that shows
how the main ideas are dated 0 each other or to
subordinate details.Textkileference VI Appendix

..A). shows a few of the -shapes that might ,be
adapted for 'structured overviews. Teachers can
furnish students with all or part ohhe overview
before students do .the 'requisite reading. Once
introduced, that visual pattern should be displayed
and referred to frequently during subsequent les-
sons on thattopic.

DEWON MAKINGINQUIRY STYLE

_ Tei1 Reference VII (Appendix A) shows a

2.1
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,
'structured overview adaltation of a very intricate --
set of written, directions. Students are asked to
identify species of fish byreferring.to *list of 34'
baits. Each decision about'a single ,trait leadsto"a
decision about another' trait, until finally the range
Qf possibilities is narrowed and a species identifi: -

t--\cation is inevitable. In other words, the fish traits
presented as a hierarchy', yet the original list of

34 traits does not look like a hierarchy.
In the sample exercise students begin at the left '

and choose between two traitseither the fish has.
scales or it does not. The choice of scales leads to
another choice ether' to the right, and that choice ,
leads to yet nother choice, Until the student has
finally w ed across the list to identify the fish.

Students finish' the exericse and correctly
identify the spebies without comprehending the t,
concept of a hierarchy of traits. This concept can ,
be clarified by showing students at every step that :
they are choosing between two traits, finally .

4

-

narrowing down tot specific species identification.

STUDY GUIDES

When the material to be 'covered does'not lend
.itself to glaphic poctrayal, science teachers might
prefer' to give students some purpose to their °

reading by using other kinds of study guides. The
most eommon form of study guide is a list of
questions. Questions shpuld progress from the
literal, .(about the facts and vocabulary), to- the
interptetiVe, 10 the applied (questionsor problems
to solve). Text Reference 1444he individualized
assessment test) contains such questions. tlere are
samples of each type of question, all based on the
same passage:(18)

Literal
I. What'll:toes the term "structure" mean

to the biologists of today and to the
author of your textbook?

2. What kinds of "structure" did the
traditional 451logist find long ago? =-

3 -When were*The cell.and the structures
. within it dis?overed?

,

Interpretive
1. Do the authors of your textbook be-

lieve in just one theory of structure?
Explain. ,

2. Why do we study biology?

Applied'
.ei1. Using s'mierfscope, draw a diagram of

, the tirti,e,,Slidggiven to you and label
thespartetelesciibed in the text.

2. Orglintiethe '411ife forms mentioned,
from' themlarfgeiLgiroupings which in-
clude MOE than Wne organism down to
the.'...sinal)eit,uping.. within a angle
orglittistn.,

a ,

sit may be nicesvary to begin with highly
structured qutt§tions, and later progress to a more
openendectlyi:* of fluestion. You could begin with

.mulliplechoice or true-false questions where all
the options are furnished. (These tiuestions can
contain difficult syniticx because in this con xt

As the students bereome'familiar with this stti y
they will receive'the7caxeful scrutiny they requ e.),

technique, giye qUestiOns tilt require completion
answers. On the inferpietivt' level, offerproblems
that suggest Cause/tact relationships.

' -` , ,
t'-`.. r. -----.. -

SUMMARItS.. ,;
c-,

.. .; .... - ,,: 00 ..

Whenev studentre§nvett what they read into
'their own wo, s; 44,1.are:leafriing. A chapter or
section summary maAbe dent in -several ways:. .

I, Students -carils1 41 the"iew ideas in the, chapter in -the 'ortler that each was intro-,
, du ced.. Thilittheir .use this'. list to write a palp

graph, ackliniVransition words as needed!' .. 2. Offer4 a ,Set,..,forihat, iudh as th0 one
, suggested by. Adams:(19) .

;. --
What. was the problem? v"
What Observations were trade? I.
How was if4oiKedI

. N

3. Students can turagarize what .t
- a specified. nuln.bqr of words, co

the material so tiXt.the depth of co
is proportional to the original arid no
in fortnatiokis offered: Any ebiSied
should, -'of course,,,be encloied within quo-
tation marks. .

4. Ask each' student or, small- getup of stu-
dents to "summarize a different section.
Then coMpose Obit summary. of all parts -
for distribution to the

. it

;...
. "

ey read M
ensing

rage
new
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In evaluating summaries, teachers should look
for clear statements of the main idea and some
detailed support of it. In stating the main idea,
studints should do more than announce the topic
of the text or make a vague generalization about it.
No extraneous information should be added- to
that , given in the text, and, of course, any
conclusions drawn from the text should be appro-
priate.(20)

SOLVING PROBLEMS AND MAKING
PREDICTIONS

Study guides and summarizing activities are
designed to help students Clarify ,ideas and' ulti-
mately enable them to apply the principles and
information they, have learned. The best study
guide is an 'unstructured, openended assign-
mentthe solving of a related problem. To help
students prepare for this 'kind of assignment,
include some problem-solving questions among-
those that measure literal comprehension.. Con-
scious attention to problem- solving strategies will
enhance a student's ability-to apply new knowl-
edge to related situations. 4-

Pauk suggeitsvthe following strategies for prob-
lem solving:(21)

1.. List an the relevant known information.

2. Think through the gap between what is
known and, what is not known, working
frain,Jhe middle out or from the solution
back Ards.

3. Restate the problem. in a different way,
perhaps making a negative statement posi-
tive or stating the problem from an entirely
different perspective.

4. State any equations or formulas that might
be htlpful. Supply known quantities and
rearrange the .fora via to solve for un-
knowns.

5 Use common sense, based on what is
known, in lilting guesses and judging the
probabilities.

INTERPRETING ILLUSTRATIONS

Careful attention to illustrations should be a
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regular part of all reading lessons, because illustra-
tions offer valuable visual interpretations of the
material covered in the reading. Since illustrations
contain relatively few words, poor-readers have a
better chance of understanding them than they do
the text itself. Indeed, all students benefit from the
additional sensory stimulation illustrations provide,
In general, the more ways a concept is interpreted,
the more memorable it becomes.

In thinking about illustritions, it helps
remember the following:

I. 'Illustrations always reduce potential 4 data
in the process of clarifying it Com re
photographs with diagrams. Compare di
ferent diagrams for different emphases.

z 2. Illustrations -should be read from top to
1vItom, left to right (and constructed so
that they can be).

3. In class. q estions, homework questions,
and graph' overviews attention should be
directed to the illustrations. These activities
should progress from the literal, through
interpretive, to applied questions.

4. Students themselves should construct illus-
trations, particularly graphs and charts, as

. this is a good way of recategorizing direct
observations and information gleaned from
reading.' Furthermore, this kind of, activity
is a good first step toward generating
inferences, 4hus replicating the experi-
mental-method scientists-use. Text Refer-6.
ence VIII (Appendix A) shows a stu dent -
constructed chart. The categories "fra-
ternal" and "identical" and the points of
comparison were supplied by the teacher,
and the student filled in the information.

Visualization, described below, is a good prat-
tice activity that develops students' abilities to
interpret illustrations.

VISUALIZATION

Visualization is a teaching tool appropriate for
both able and less able learners. The teacher shout

. guide students through a chapter, paying caref
attention to an illustrations that reinforce inform
ikon given in the written text. Next the teat

4,3 .
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should Choose a passage students can read 'them-
selves and ask them to draw their own sketches to
shop* how well they understand the data given in
the txt. = ,

Earth science texts are particularly appropriate
for this since they usually contain informa-
tion that students find easy to depict visually. Here
are some ways to encourage visualization:

1. Ask students to read a section of the
texrtbook on the movements and effects of
glaciers, then make a sketch of this phe-
nomenon. Students can then exchange
papers and explain what they learned from
each other's sketches.

2. Ask students to make a drawing of layers
of rock in a way that synibolizes the
probable origins and processes that contrib-
uted to the formation of the layers. Stu-
dents can compare the sketches and discuss
the differences. One of the more artistic
students might make a poster for classroom
display.

.CATEGORIZING

Categorizing key words in a textbook assign-
ment gives students an opportunity to practice
vocabulary and use organizational skills. See Text
Reference 1X (Appendix A) for an exercise on
categorizing.

NOTETAKING

Research shows that the act of writing en-
hances concentration and forces students to select
main ideas and categorize information, thus aiding
retention. Yet students often claim that they are
'`too busy" listening or reading to take notes, or
else they maintain that so long as they understand
what theLread or hear, they will remember it well
enough withOht taking notes. The truth is thit
they usually need help in learning effective note-
taking techniques appropriate to the content and
testing procedures of the course.,

x It makes sense to dismiss ,notetaking at the
beginning of the science course, incorporating the
following suggestions plus others appropriate to

grade level and content emphasis.

1 Encourage students to date thealge and
either write the announced topic or draw a
line at the top of the page (to be filled in
with a topic heading later). ',

2. Suggest students incorporate diagrams from
the board that restructure the information
given in the lecture. '

,3. 'Suggest a notetaking format that would be
appropriate throughout the course, such as.
an outline form or dividing a page in half so
that notes from the book can . be addAd
llter.

4. Offer continu s guidance in notetaking,
teclMiques. Chec you walk around the._
class that labels are accurate. Pay dose
attention to the questions being asked in
orddr to restate confusing aspects of the,
lesson. Write your owi set of notes on an
overhead transparency during the lecture so
you can point out the relation between oral
and written content. Emphasiie The need
to write only key words and only sentence,
fragments, since there is not enough time
and no need to transcribe -every word,
Organiie your lectures to make notetaking
easy. Filter, out extraneous material and .

select only highlights and vivid illustrations,
being careful to indicate how theie bits of -.
'information are interrelated.

ln'addition to offering guidance in notetaking, .

science teachers should encourage dynamic (active)
listening throughout the course. Take a few min-
utes at the beginning Of each class to - pose
provocative questions that preview the material to
be covered. Questions concerning processes set

'students' minds to the questioning mode and prime
them , for careful listening. Try to make connec-
tions between the new material and material
already covered. Elicit responses from many stu-
dents, and encourage students to verbalize their
reactions to statements. If students have difticulty
making a generalization and begin to wander from
the point, state the geheralization in the form of a
question and ask them if this is what they mean.

Taking notes in class prepares students for
taking notes from the textbook and from supple-
mentary readings. Since ,most high, school text-
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books 'cannot be written in, this set or notes can be
written beside lecturefiotes or on separate labeled
pages. The first reading should be preceded by a,

, previefm that poses'and answers the questions that
students probably have about the new material.
These questions, plus those posed in the, text or
study guides, should serve as a guide to notetaking
On the second reading.

Text Reference X TAppendix A) illustrates a
notetaking system that incorporates lecture notes >
and seading notes on a single page. Lecture notes
are written on the right-most two-thirds of the
page. Miin ideas are ,restated in shortened form.
and subpoints are indented slightly to show that
they are subordinate to the main ideas. Detail
statements are further indented from the sub-
points. On the lefthand side of the page
student can list key words that summarize informa-
tion taken from the text. .

FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS
.

7.44e..kbility to follow directions is crucial in the
study of science and is especially important in Jab
courses. This skill draws on many subskills thit not
all students share. Students with limited ba.ck-
grounds may even need practice in, sequencing

+-before they can attempt lab work. The assignments
below can.help train studerits to .follow directions
and are arranged from the most basic to the more
complex

Sequencing =Begin by providing students-
with a list of sentences that describe a
procedure. These sentences should be in
random- order. Ask students to arrange
them chronologically. Students can work
individually\or in small groups.

2. TranscribingLPerform a simple task in
front of the class. Ask them to states rally
and then write down each ste es you
proceed. 'Then ask students to read back
what they have Written while you follow
their directiqns exactly. This may result in
some humor as they may have left things
out or may state direictions in Misleading
ways.I Following directionsA variation on this
procedure is to have students follow each

1

4
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other's irections. Prowess from, simple
tasks to an entire experiment, and have
students first repeat directions orally and
then write, up the pitecedure after it is

:done. Again be sure some of the written,
directions are 'read aloud as someone actu-
ally performs the experiment.

4. 'Refining the styleAt first allow almost
any, kind of sentence that can.he under-
stood,- bat gradually specify how, proCe-
durps should be writtenas. directions (in
the second person) or as statements (usu-
ally in the passive voice). The lab manual
and sets or -directions prepared by you can
serve as models. '

S. Converting reading materials,. into pictce-
duresAfter students have mastered tfie

-concept of seqUence, they need practice in
converting visual and written explanations
into a set of procedures appropriate for the
laboratory. Making this translation, is one
Way of giving purpose to a reading'assign-
ment. The job. of making the converstn
forces students to slow 'down and analyze
what they see and read rathef than just
skim, -Aver the material.' and assurpe, they
understand it. Again it is helpful to have
students draw diagrams. or `perform experi-
ments on the basis of each other's oral, .
then written, directions. For this purpose
students can be 'divided Into two groups,
each working from a different diagram oa
section of the text. Filmstrips, board draw-
ings, 'and posters can 'also serve as stimuli
for this exercise. The groups can exchange
papers, and attempt to draw the original ,
diagram or perform 'the experiment using
instructions written'up by members of the
other group. (Of Course, to ensure every-
one's safety, it is ittportani that all stu-
dents have access to a complete and accur-

.'ate et of instructions.)

6,, Completing lati'reportiMost lab teachers
require students to come to lab with' a list
of prOcedures whiten 'in their own words;
but .based on a diagram or description given
in, the text. To make -sure students have.
learned to follow directions, make a peri-
odic check of.these reports before students

r
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s,

are allowed to begin lab wqrk. Many lab
teacheri use a standard lab sheet that re-
quires students to supply additional infor-
mation. A typical lab sheet is shown in

'Text Reference XI (Appendix A).

RESEARCH_ METHODS
t

Frequent reference to supplementary sources
'(currerit articles and news stories, encyclopedia
articles and almanac references, relevant biogra-
phies and other books) encourages. a healthy
attitude toward reading and toward science. The
more often these sources are incorporated into
regular classroom assignments, the ea§ier it be-.
comes to promote good research habit's.

The first step in achieving competence in
'researching a topic is to learn how to locate
relevant material and isolate it from Irrelevant
material.. Activities that stress this skill have al-

'readyibeen discussed as aspects of locating in for-
maticik ithding main ideas, and completing graphic
overviews and study guides..

An actual report or term paper, however,
should never be assigned without first assessing the
group's ability to locate and interpret library
materials. Matitre scientific research entails note-
taking, outlining, and adequate documentation,
and requires that students follow standard foot-
note and bibliographic form. Students should'have
access to a handbook on research methods or
teacher -made directions that specify procedures to
follow and the format expected- for any research

project. Illscience. teachers are not sure they can
supervise and evaluate research reports, they
should make less demanding assignments, such as

- thosepggested below:

1. Resource treasure hunt (adapted from
Piercy)(22)The teacher or advanced stu-

,dents may make thevitiparations, which
include, reproducing a map of the school
'library and locating several articles on
science in different: kinds of reference
books. Small groups of students are then
given 8 ,numbered list of articles and clues
such as the dare the article appeared,' the
height of. the shelf on which it can be
found, etc. A map 9f the library is marked

..0,

with corres ncling numbers to show the
locations of st. articles. Titles of books
or magazines are not given, so students
must use indexes and the card catalog to
find some of the resources. Points-can be
given to students who'lind the materials'
and correctly record all relevant .biblio;
graphic information (for a book author,
title underlined, place of publication, pup-
lisher, date of publication, and page num-
bers; for a periodical: volume number, date,
page numbers).(23)
/tool's of solutionsStudents can be as-

*

signed a problem- and encouraged to copy
jin quotation marks, of course) various
authors' solutions to the problem. .

3. Contrasts in coverage Students.. can :.con
trast the coverage. of the same topic in two
sources in order to solve a specified prob-
lem or answer some question.

4. Assimilating information from vailicus
sources (adapted from McAllister)(23)
Students can write a creative piece, apply-
ing information they have assimilated from
a package of sources, the teacher has gath-
ered to*ether for this purpose. These
sources can include. tex tbook readings plus
articles from encyclopedias and magazines
on. the subject. For example, students
might be asked to read about the water
cycle,- then write the life story,of a drop of
water, from the time it evaporates' from the
oceanuntil it reappears in the ocean again.

5. Oral, reportsSfudents could go ihrough
the actual research for a teirn p4er, but
report their information' orally rather thin
write it or tell it before writing it. Stu-
dents who make oral reports should be
encouraged to use their notecards to be
sure they offer specific information in an
organized way.

6. Term, papers an d report ,After stu dents
have demonstrated their ability to locate'
materials, take notes, and assimilate mate-
rials from various sources,1 term paper or
report can be assigned. To make the project
more interesting and discourage copying,
the tern paper or report should culminate

2
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in some problem solving or value judgment
by the student (adapted from Romey).(24)

-INDIVIDUALIZING REAPING ACTIVITIES

In all of the) foregoing it is evident that
students work at many leveli, are differently
motivated, -and respond in individual cognitive
styles. Therefore they will not beneat equally from,
whatever classroom strategies you use to teach
reading development. Certainly the average class-
room teat r is too busy to manage each learner's
progress individually. Yet there are ways to indivith
ualize each student's development and make the
classroom teacher's job easier. Here are a few:

1. Study. groupsEstablish small study groups
at the beginning of each course, mixing
able and less able students. All small group
activities can be done within these, groUps.
Some teacher even make group members
responsible 'foi, each other's grades on
specified, assignments by assigninggrides to
the whole group -on the basis of problems
solved by. one membgr. This has the effect
of encouraging the better students tor tutor
the less able ones. The good- students,-of
course, reinforce, what they already know
by explaining material to the slower learn-
ers.

2. Multileveled teaching Teach topics using
more than one level of text. This can be
accomplished by giving pretests and post-

27

. tests and establishing a criterion level grade
that would excuse better students from the
normal reading assignMents if they score
well on the' pretest (adapted. from
Daugs)(25). Other students could be graded
on the basis of improvement.

' 3. Learning centersSet up learning centers
with projects and supplementary books.
Judith Thelen suggests a format for creat-
ing learning . centers -using manila folders.
The front of a manila folder is decorated.
The left inside cover contains directions-for
using the kit, and the right inside cover
explains the activity and poses questions.
Answers are-printed on the back cover.(26)

THE PAYOFFS
Sensitivity tc the special problems inherent in

science reading can result' in better coverage of
Content, not time taken away from content.
Lessons in vocabulary, comprehension, and motiva-
tion are, after all, lessons in science. The greatest
deterrent to success in science is the defeatist
attitude that many students develop when they
face reading assignments they cannot understand..
After repeated failures.students give up on reading
altogether. The hood Science teacher must mediate
between' students. and content. In manj, cases,
working out reading strategies that suit your style
and the subject matter can -be no more time-
consuming than preparing any :other lesson plans.
Yet the dividends can be much more rewarding.

27
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4, EVALUATION OF CLASSROOM MATERIALS

i c-
"A considerable portion of the diffladties,of reading science is due to the
inherent difflcuhy of the material;" .

:,
-

-Bond and Tinker (1)

,. . .

Bicause science. teachers .are already familiar
with the concepts presented in science textbooks,
it is sometimes difficult for them to anticipate the
problems the students may encounter in reading.
Often, it is At just a matterof difficult material,
but how the material is organized and presented.
&Once texts often feature a high density of new
vocabulary words or familiar words used in a new,
restricted sense. The sometimes convoluted syntax.
of scientific writing, with its 'heavy dependence on
subordinate clauses and modifiers, is also likely ti
cause problems.

Even more troublesome is the tendency in
much scientific writing to make assumptions about
the reader's interests" and background. For exam-
ple, research has shown that many scientific texts
otter historical information as a way of introducing
an important new concept.(2) But since the histori-
cal information is also new material, the confused
student is left with no means of relating the new
information to past experience. A better introduc-
tion might relate the new concept to experiences
that most students are likely to recall. Another
pitfall is the inadvertent linking of two concepts in
the same paragraph or chapter, leading students to
incorrectly assume a relationship where none
exists. ,

Such problems may not concern experienced
readers who /rave a better background for the
content or whose good study habits and perse-
verance enable them to make headway through
even the most confusing material. But if an
assessment of reading skills reveals deficiencies
in' your science, students, you will have to gUide
their reading carefully orperhaps, select materials
that are more accessible to them. If students have
difficulty finding main ideas, they may need a
book with clear and numerous headings. If stu-
dents read slowly, they may need a text with
shorter chapters. If students are unskilled in
determining meaning from context clues, they may

\ IN.

need a text with vocabulary words in boldface or
listed at the end of each chapter.- Even though a
science textbook niust be used in class before it
can be judged definitively, there are some relatively
simple ways to determine potential difficulties.

0

THEINADEQUACY OF GRADE
LE'Vp. DESIGNATIONS

Many publishers now label science textbooks
with a grade level designation that suggests relative
reading difficulty. To approximate the suitability
of such texts for your class, compare the pub-
lisher's designation with the standardized test
scores of your students. However, there are several
reasons why this, procedure alone is inadequate for
the purpose of textbook selection. First, the
standards for determining grade level might not be
the same for the textbook publisher and the test
publisher. Second, the results of a single test may
not accurately indicate student competence, espe-
cially since many such tests do not compute scores
for individual reading skills and often do not even
focus on the kinds of reading skills required of
science students. Finally, when choosing a- text-
book there are many other factors to consider
besides grade level difficulty.

-.

THE NECESSITY OF ESTABLISHING
DEPARTMENT-WIDE GOALS

Paul Hurd rifles the kinds of goals at
science departm is ight considergoals that
would determine the sort of content they ould
require in a textbook.(3) Humanistic concerns
might be reflected in the selection of a textbook
that is clearly related to the needs or interests of
students, that, is related to everyday activities, that
speaks to *deb, held scientific superstitions, or

28 # 4b.
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that explains issues covered in the popular press.(4)
On the other hand, intellectual concerns might
guide the selection of a textbook that prepares
students for standardized tests, that stresses cogni-
tive skills and builds concepts that provide connec-
tions with other disciplines, and that conveys the
role of science in history.(5) For a totally coordi-
nated program, it is important to consider the
sequence of the whole scienalcurriculum to make
sure that each textbook reinforces the others in the
sequence and offers the requisite background and
process, skills,

-Of paramount importance is the philpsophy of
-4. the textbook writer. Most science boas are still

4. set up as lessons that convey information deduc-
tively rathe han leading students to make discov-
eries inductive . Cap should bi taken to select a
textbook whose paItern of organization meets
course goals.

OTHER FACTORS TO CONSIDER

tiveness

Some thought should also be given to the
attractiveness and durability of the text, There are
vast differences in the ,clarity and completeness of
textbook illustrations. Graphs and charts should bi
labeled dearly and consistently and positioned
close to the related section of text. Type size, type
design, and margins can also contribute to legibil-
ity. in general, poor readers are .overwhelmed by
papa with too much print on them. Even the

'weight and color of the paper can affect, a book's
effectiveness.

Study Aids

If exercises from the book are gohlig to be used
for class activities, give careful consideration to
their clarity and aims. Do the questions go beyond
the literal level? Do they encourage careful read-
ing , skills? Are some answers provided so that
students can check themselves? Do some of the
questions lend themselves to group problem-solving
,sessions? One study based on a comparison of
widely used biology texts revealed vast differences
in the kind and quality of questions posed.(6)

4
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Readability

Perhaps the most important traits concern
organization and syntax. Since matters of organiza-
tion take considerable time to analyze and are
often open to multiple interpretations, most read-
ability formulas focus on syntax. The more compli-
cated formulas are concerned with those aspects of
syntax likely to confuse the inexperienced reader.
These aspects, some of which were illustrated in
Chapter 1, include the following (adapted from
Aukerman):(7)

1. number of subordinate clauses

2. amount of embeddedness or deletions in
these clauses

3. the order of the clauses:-whether they are
direct or inverted

5..

the frequent use of such verb forms as
getunds, participles, and infinitives

sentences that violate normal (spoken) ex-
pectations, that violate chronological order
(with prior events or old information in the
first clause of the sentence)

6. sentences where what is modified is widely
separated from the modifying phrase.

Al(,, of these matters increase reading complexity
even if the vocabulary and content are not in
themselves difficult. Fortunately, however, these
factors need not be individually computed in order
to measure potential reading difficulties in a given
textbook. Most readability formulas reduce. these
considerations to their simplest terms: sentence
length and frequency of polysyllabic words.

READABILITY FORMULAS

The Fry Readability Formula

This is probably the most commonly used
shortcut to measuring readability. The Fry formula
is based on the premise that sentence length and the
number of syllables in words are accurate ways of
measuring the difficulties inherent in complicated
syntax and. specialized vocabulary. It is implied
that these traits cootist with difficult content;
therefore it is not necessary to evaluate the content
per se. (8)
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To use the Fry formula, collect data as out-
' lined in the steps below and record your findings

on a sheet similar to the form given in Appendix B.

.1. Select three different passages of exactly
100 words each, excluding proper nouns.

2. Count the total number of sentences repre-
sented in all three passages to the nearest
tenth of a sentence.

3. Then count the total number of syllables in
each of the three 100-word passages, again
excluding proper nouns.

4. Divide the total number of sentences by
three to determine the average-number of
sentences per 100 words.

5. Divide the total number of syllables by
three to determine the average number of
syllables per 100 words.

6. Plqt the figure for average number of
sentences and the figure for average num-
ber of syllables per 100 Words on the graph
in Appendix B to determine the grade level
of the reading material.

7. Repeat this procedure if there is a great
deal of ariation among the three passages
selecte

,

Other Formulas
2,0

Most other readability formulas work on the
same principle. The Dale-Chall formula, commonly
used on elementary reading material, takes into
account a list of difficult words compiled by Dale.
The Flesch formula counts syllables and kentence
length, but involves a longer sample and more
mathematical operations than the Fry formula.

McLaughlin's Smog Grading procedure(9) is
based on the probability that polysyllabic words
and long sentences occur together. To compute
readability according to this formula, use the
following procedure:

.

1. Select ten consecutive sentences near the
beginnipg, middle, and end of thereading
materia)

2. Count every word of three or more syl-
lablek. Recount polysyllabic words if they
are repeated.

lit

3. Estimate the square root of tile total
number of polysyllabic words by taking the
square 'root of the nearest perfect square. If

. the total falls exactly between two perfect
squares, use the lowest of the two.

4. Add 3 to the estimated square root to
determine the reading level. .

Example:

10-sentence sample I

10-sentence sample 2

10-sentence sample 3 9

Total 24

The nearest perfect square to 24 is 25 (5x5). Add
3 to 5 and the reading level by the SMOG formula
is 8, or eighth grade.

Number of
polysyllabic. words

8

7

Other less well known formulas take more
factors into consideration but are also more diffi-
cult to use (for example, see Aukerman and
Robinson),(10) In general" the readability formulas
give only a rough approximation of reading dif-
ficulty. Content and format should also be con-
sidered when evaluating and selecting textbooks.
The evaluation form given in Appendix C may be
of some help in organizing a department-wide
review of %cience textbooks. .

gt-

FLEXIBILITY IN COURSE MANAGEMENT

Rewriting Materials

Some leachers have found it necessary or.
desirable to rewrite materials for poor readers. In
doing so, they should offer more repetition and
more details than the original, but check readabil-
ity using one of the formulas offered here. Use'no

. more than one difficult word per 200.(11)

Organizing by Topics

ttIn selecting new textbooks, consid cr the many
ways they can be used in setting u a course
sequence. Donald Daugs suggests organizing a

30



science course by topic, with students in the same
class utilizing three levels of textbooks. He claims
that this is no more expensive and only slightly
more difficult than working with a single textbook.
The plan, has the obvious advantage of meeting
individual reading needi, and it provides a good
basis for exchange% of information in small groups
and class disc ussion.(12)

Encouraging a Variety of Reading .

Experiences

Although the textbook is central to classroom
teaching, the concept of organizing by topic opens
up the idea of incorporating a variety, even a
choice of reading materials into regular class
assignments. The possibilities include articles in
Readersrbigest, Scientific American, and the
popular media. See Appendix E for a list of
supplementary classroom reading resources.

i

--. s

.
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By encouraging a wider range of reading
experiences than the textbook offers, we bioaden
the -cognitive base upon which the textbook builds
and promote an interest in science. Interest in
science would at least keep people from being
"foreigners in their own culture," an expression .
used by HuriI(13) to suggest that ignorance and
apathy toward all branches of science are wide-
spread among high school graduates. In seeaking of
the challenge to devise more efficient methods of
teaching science, B. F. Skinner explains why sci-
ence teachers ' can and should rise to the
occasion:(14)

4A., ...: it is the soft of challenge that scientists are
accustomed to accept.. , . They should be best
able to pule the importance of science in the
immediate and distant future and therefore the
extent of the disaster which will follow if we
fail. torequit for scidnce large numbers of our
most intelligent and dedicated men and women...
It is no time for half-hearted measures. The
improvement of teaching calls for the most
powerful methods which science has to offer.

z
1.1
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APPENDIX A

.

TEXT REFERENCE I; SAMPLE CLOZE TEST*

Figure 2-2 shows the relationship between the three principal 'genetic classes

of rocks: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. This relationship is known

` the rock cycle. Igneous ______ form by the cooling

hardening of melted materials. ( Figure 2-3.) The word "igneous"

from the Latin word fire. Igneous rocks and

kinds of rocks exposed the surface of the are subject to

weathering involvei both the chemical physical breakdown

of exposed to the atmosphere hydrosphere at the earth's

e

The weathered rock that on :the earth's surface con-

tinually moved by Ver, , and ice. This process J moving.

materials is known' erosion. Erosion even tuaRy,carries of the

broken-down material to the oceans it is spread in

, of sediments as shown Figure 2-4.

The sands and sediments that make ufi beaches ex-
.

, . tend out along bottom of the sea. time are covered

other sediments and , may pressed together to form

Such rocks_ are called rocks.. Sedimentary rocks can

from any type of that happens to be at the

earth's surface. ( Figure 2-2.)
-

Metamorphic rocks Ire from rocks that are or pressed

together under pressure for long periods time. They form

- deep the surface of the Bricks are made by : and

heating blocks of ., clay. In somewhat the way metamorphic
.''''

---.

*Reprinted with permission from Earth Science Curriculum Project', Investigating the Earth

..-
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1967), p. 381
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rocks form sedimentary rocks. They may form from igneous

. rocks type-of metamorphic rock depends on the amount
As

heat and pressure and .the composition 'of the rock being changed.

Metamorphic comes from Greek words for change and form.

TEXT REFERENCE U: INDIVIDUALIZED ASSESSMENT TEST*

Directions Read the passage about heredity and then answer the questions given
below. For multiple choice questions, write the letter of the most accurate
answer in the space provided, For true-false questions, write T for true and F for
false in the space provided. For completion questions, write the missing word(s)
in the space provided.

I. Vocabulary

. _ 1. "Lowepr organisms than ourselves means

a. less complicated fOrms of life.
b. existing underground.
c, pets and farm animals.
d. musical instruments.

i Ir

,.f

2. Drosophila are
A

a. inherited traits.
reb, a type of "lower" organism.

c. the last name of an old family.
d. biologists who Study genetics. .

.
3 "A single cross" in the second line of the second paragraph means

t
a. a traffic, signal for pedestrians.
b. mating of two organisms.
c. a lie involving only one person.
d. an unmarried person.

_ 4. "Marksen human faces" in the middle of the third paragraph means
a. lines and wrinkles.
b. bruises and cuts.
c. tattoos. 1'
d. pencil marks.

5 (true or false) "Passing on" in the third line refers to dying.

OW

,

t

i
'Based on James H. Otto and Albert Towle, Modem Biology (New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1977), pp. 127.128.

r
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(true or false) "Sample" in the middle of the second paragraph refers
to the number studied.

r
7 (true or false) The word "Furthe" in the third paragraph refers to the'

I

redistance between home towns of the two parents.
1

\ ...),---0
2--.- 8 The word w/ch names something that comes in pairs (besides twins)

is .- 1

2_ 9 The word which, means children is _

._IQ. The phrase which states the exception to the possibility that no one is
your genetic double begins with what word?

U. Factual information

_11. (true or false) Laws of heredity 'are. different fai differgnt organisms.

(true or f ) The environment is most helpful in study human
genetic bac grOund:

_13. The_drOs4hila hat .
.. .

a. 46 risks of chromosomes. '
b. mqte inherited traits than humans.'
c. 4 Oak* of chromosomes. -

d. ilihne of these.
.. ..

___:14. The nly way you can see someone who looks just like you is to have .

a
,.

l' .. .

_15. Th name of the scientist who studied:heredity in plants,was

Mandel.
Drosophila.
Mendel.
Pasteur:

t
6. (true or false) Aunts, uncles, and other' close relatives cannot N in

cluded in tracing traits of human beings.

Name some -details given in the reading to complete these lists below. Write an
appropriate wo41 in the numbered space to the left of the incomplete list.

17 Human traits:.

_18.

17.

eye color

Environmental factors which influence human traits..34

1
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18.

experience
diet .

general health

._.19..'. 19
:- gland activity

.... . - ._20' Height and body buildare influenced by and

I

...

III. Inferences

_21. We often% hear about experimer4 perfointed ,on rats to determine
whether different things cause canar-in humans. Which of the reasons

. given for studying heredity in drosophila seem to be a good reason for
studying tancer in rats?

r

a. Drosophila have fewer chromosome pairs.
b. Lower animals live out theirlives in a shorter.time,
c. No one feels sorry for rats.

... d. Biologists know more about drosophila than about humans.

_22. (true or false) Since human beings have' 46 pairs of chromosomes,. it
can be assumed that they have 46 inherited traits.

_23- - Pick the most jikely range of years considered to represent a human.generation. ..
'0.

a. 410-,50 years
4). 5-7 years
c. 10-20 years
d. 100-200 years

_24 Pick the letter of the column in which animals are listed in the order
that they might be useful for heredity. studies (from the most useful at
the top of the list to the least useful at the bottom atthe list). -

A B C

mosquitoes sponges

, mosquitoes
elephants.

..
sponges osquitoes sponges

elephants elephants : mosquitoes
, . -

_25. (true or false) The influence of environment is less of a problai in
studying drosophila genetics than in studying human genetics.

26. (true or false) A good way to study the influence of eovironthent on
human genetics is to study identical twins.
. .

27, The picture at the top of the page is supposed to show
a. that sunlight causes people to squint.

;

1 r
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b.. that people can't,communicate very well
c. . *tat hairstyles change.
d. that members of the same family Irk alike..

r :

_28 The main idea of this passage is thit , , .

a. environment influences hetedity. , .. ,
b. some plants and animals Flay produce thousands Of offspring

from a single cross. . ' . .

c: athletes are the preferred subjects of genetic study since:they have
well-trained bodies. -. . . .

d; since the laws of heredity apply. to all onanisms, we c'an4earil
about human inheritance by.studying4105wer forms of life..
. , ,

_29. (true or false) It is prefergble in studying genetics. to u(19. organisms
that produce a large number of offspring.

. _30. On the basis of the information given in the passage, which would you
guess to be possible: . . i

a. TwO,brown:eyed parents coulkproduce a blue-eyed baby. ,

b. YOu could find another person who had exactly your same
genetic makeup if you had the time to check out every.single

. . $living person on earth. ,. -:--,

6* c. Yousould change your genes by changing your diet. .",t
-.., ,

d. Human beings in the. future will be producini More Offspring than
.at present.

TEXT REFERENCE STUDY SKILLS CHECKLIST*

-E = Excellent VG = Very Good G = Good F = Fair . P = Poor,
. _

.

Localingskills
p. VG ,

J

,G * F
.

U ses index -
,

:

-i
1

. . ,

Finds relevant facts, w.ords ' \ :

Determines kind ot information to be covered
(Table of Contents)

'
r

Vocabulary skill;

:
. -

Uses context clues
. ._ .

*Adapted from Doris Johnson, Lecture /Workshop at Kanawha Countyy Diagnostic Center,
Charleston, West Virginia, March 25, 1969; see also Ditd L: SheOherd, O5mprehensive High
School Riading Methods (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1973), p. 30,

1.16r
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E VG G- F

Identifies common words with specialized
- meanings J ik

4
/ .

Learns definitions of boldface terms
ii---1

Selects correct dictionary,definition . /
Analyzes structure of words ,

,

Literal interpretation
.

Identifies main ideas
.

i

Identifies)details

Inferential interpretation ..

I .

Draws conclusions .
.

.

i

Relates new concepts to old learning 71

Critical interpretation

.,

Reorganizes data into new schemes

Applies concepts to new situations , . . '.

Assimilation of materials .

- Takes notes, outlines\
Summarizes . .
Follows directions , -

Generates procedures from text
,

-
.

Research skills

.

Uses Reader's guide to Periodical Literature

Records bibliographic data

Finds relevant sources (almanacs, hand-
books, etc.)

.

*Integrates materials from various sources ., _ r

37
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Crapiics interpretation

E VG G F P

Understands and uses symbolic and graphic -

symbols

Handles quantitative concepts in graphs,
charts

Restates information conveyed in tables,
diagrams, pictures

Constructs graphics appropriate for
cbntent in text .

Attitude

Develops purposes for reading
.

..

Completes assignments
. .

,
Participates in discussion .

,
TEXT REFERENCE IV: CLASS LIST OF STUDY SKILLS
(Compiled from Individual Study Skiffs Inventories)*,

Checkmarks indiCate problem areas where work is needed.

S

mv to

1ft
. NAMES; OF STUDENTS

1wo85.
..) ..

1-4

2...,
t71

> -a

,
, 0
-

0
=
.f.

vts....
A-2

. 4 ..5

-7..4..1

=0'''
41
.1 it

..5..s

C0
r «I

14

1 6..

c.) s

4
1

c4 .

00..
ni

,:a It.

0 s

0
1
r.,

Adamsjenny .

r,
- -

.

. .

Blackburn, Ralph
._ .

.

Borrookreg4 ,

-
,

etc. .
.

..

.
'

.

. e

*Adapted from David L Shepherd, Comprehensfre High Schotil Reading Methods (ColUrnbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1973), p. 156,

.
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TEXT REFERF,NCE V: SAMPLE ATTITUDE INVENTORY

The following statements depict habits or feelings that may or may notdescribe
you. Put a checkmark in the column that best describes how often you do or feel
what the statement says. Answer honestly. This questionnaire is intended to help
you understand you'rself and set your goals for this school year.

.

Always

Most
of the
ttme

Sortie-
times Rarely Never

,
1. I.do my assignments at the earliest

opportunity.

.

2. I participate in class discussions.
. .

3. My reading rate is slow.
,:.

.

4 I read for pleasure.
1 . .

5. I understand graplits and charts.
% N,

6, I have trouble learning math.

7. 1 am dissatlified with my grades in
school.

,

8', I get along well with people. .
41

9. 1 worry about my future, V
10. I think most courses are a waste of

....0time.
.

,

11. I understand the main point of -

....... what I read. . .

_

12. I prefer to work alone rather than
in small groups. , '

,

t
13. I feel the need to improve my

r--).-personality.
.

i -
14., I feel the need to improveny stu y

habits. . ..

15, I daydream during class.

39
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TEXT REFERENCE VI: SHAPES THAT COULD BE ADAPTED FOR
STRUCTURED OVERVIEWS

OP

Pier
ym

The whole and its parts show proportions.

litetarchies

. The branches show subcategodes and ex-
.

amples (see Text Reference VII!.

4

Spokes

The hub depicts a main idea and the spokes
represent details when all details are 9f

011i,
equal importance,

-b

Row chaerts
.k

The geometric shapes ,represent stages and
the arrows indicate the direction taken by
the main idea, sub9rdinite idea. and details.

4

.

S

.

V

a

.

0

,
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TEXT REFERENCE VII SOT Ras Rp EE EOsV*E RVIEW FOR IDENTIFICATION

(mouth small)

has

scales

two

dorsals

one

dorsal

4

do ,sale

Joined

dorsal,

short
body

long

body -

. Rock Bass

41

<Marge mouth) White Crappie

,eparated

short body

(iawitinge below eye Small Mouth Black Bass

aw hinge behind eye) Large Mouth Bass

(no back hump)

<---(back hump)

long body

Wall-eyed Pike

Yellow Perch

(mtith not downivard) Carp

(mouth downward) White Sucker

(spots) Northern Pike

(lines) Pickerel .raas

snakelike Eel'

caudal tin Bullhead Catfish

rounded

has no no
(dorsal fin Blue Catfish

scales barbels ' pointed)
caudal fin

forked1. p
(dorsal fin Channel Catfish

not snakelike rounded)

adeepty forked 'Adana Salmon

caudal fin .
. -

barbels
(horizontal band Rainbow Trout

caudal fin square
along sides)

or slightly
indented (fins edged in Brook Trout

47 white)

am' . .
sto*Based on information in Otto, and others. Biology Investigations (New York' Holt, Rinehart and Winn 1977),

pp. 85-88.
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TEXT REFERENCE VIII: CHART SHOWING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
FRATERNAL AND IDENTICAL TWINS*

f

TYPES
INITIAL

DEVELOPMENT
PHYSICAL

CHARACTERISTICS
PERSONALITY

CHARACTERISTICS MENTALITY

Fraternal

.

two different
eggs

can be
completely
different

,
.

different different ,

Identical single
fertilized
egg

i

exactly alike
.

similar, but
influenced by
environment

similar, but
influenced by
environment

#
*Based on Otto and Towle, Modem Biology (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977),

pp, 126-27.

,..."....

.

- TEXT REFERENCE IX: CATEGORIES

...

15

,

Word List: alcohol, asphilt, copper, lithium, cesium, calcium, petroleum, lead,
phosphorus, titanium, methane, helium, pitchblende, potash, lime, sodium
chloride, polcmium, radium, ink, copper oxide

Directions: Make two different charts.

Chart 1:' Decide whichbf the above are elemen , which are compounds, and
which are mixtures.

Chart 2: Decide which three topic headings would cover all of the words
listed above . .,

,

Example Example

Chart I Chart 2
. e

' Element Compound Mixture Liquid Solid Gas

copper
radium

alcohol
sodium

asphalt
ink

alcohol lead methane

1
lead clilotide

methane
pitchblende

42
4

,

4.
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TEXT REFERENCE X: A SAMPLE PAGE OF NOTES*

The Cornell format' for notetaking is record, reduce, recite, reflect, review.**
This page shows some sample textbook notes using the Cornell method. It is
important that the notetaker write the content material to the right of the margin
of the "law-ruled" paper, while key terms for recitation, reflection, and review
are to the left of the margin.

ihurd,42,,dzig.(4)
/1/79

r-

am4:0444/ A.4.4,0at44a4ii frvitiaty-
AtaiLtxte/ 74t4Av.'

1E4441 I .dahudzi
AciAnue.v,4 A4.6iiiroodAi

*Based on Smallwood and Green, Biology: Tether's Edition (Morristown, N.J,: Silver
Burdett Co., 1968), pp. 60f-602.

"Detcribed by Pauk, How to Study In Collegi (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1974).
pp.128-133.,

43
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TEXT REFERENCE XI: LAB SHEET

NAME NAME OF EXPERIMENT

LAB PARTNER DATE

Purpose:

Steps:

4 Observations:

Results: .
{data sheets, graphs, and charts attached as appropriate)

.14
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APPENDIX B

1
0

GRAPH FOR ESTIMATING READABILITY
By Edward Fry, Autgiirs University Reading Center,,

New Brunswick, New Jersey
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Average number ol syllables per 100 words

SHORT WORDS

pla $10 M 4 M M

LONG WORDS

10 .1 156
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DIRECTIONS:. 'Randomly select 3 one-hundred word passages from a book or an article.
Hot average number of syllables and average number of sentences per
100 words on graph to determine the grade level of the material. Choose
more ssages per book if great variability is observed and conclude that
the book has uneven readability. Few books will fall in gray area but when
they do'grade level scores are invalid.

RECORD SHEET: SUMMARY OF READABILITY DATA

Textbook title

Sample I, p.

Sample II, p.

Sample III, p.

Number of Syllables Number of Sentences

Average number of syllables Average number of sentences

3 samples 3 samples

Approximate grade level

45
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APPENDIX C
,/

EVALUATION OF TEXTBOOKS FOR SCIENCE

Title

o

4 AUthOr(S) .6

4

t

/

Palisher ...--/
Date Edition

Subject Grade level

Check which materials are included:

_ Student book(s)
_ Teacher guide __ Correlated lab manual

Visuals bound within books (photos, illustrations, diagrams)
_ Supplementary visuals (films, filmstrips, posters, etc.)

Supplementary eqUipment (learning centers, experiment packages, etc.)

_ Other (described below)
I

instni ctions: Evaluate each item listed below by placing a check in the ap-
propriate section of the faded scale. The lownumbers at the left side of the
scale denote unacceptable to less desirable performance, and the high nuThers at
the right side of the scale denote desirable to most desirable performance. All of
the forms completed by the selection committee or science department can be
tallied, and averages filled in on a master sheet for each textbook. Then set
priorities for determining which characteristics are most important in makingthe
decision about textbook adoption.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7.8 9 10

Format of student book
General appeal to students 1/,
Visuals: clear, meaningful /'
Study aids:' vocabulary, headings,

summary section

Size (easy or difficult to handle)
Binding J '- I IJ

...-
*Adapted from Daniel M. Feapzblau, "Evaluation of Course Materials for Foreign Language
Teaching"(Oxford, Ohio: Miami University, March 1969).

46
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1 2 3 4 .5 '6 7 8 9 10

Paper.

Type, spacing, and page arrange-
ments

Format of teacher guide .

General appeal: uncluttered, easy to use
Size

Binding

Paper

Type, spacing, titles, page arrangement

Content .

g

Fits in with course goals, school goals

Adequately reviewed and tested

Desirable depth of detail

New concepts introduced carefully
includes questions and exercises at the

interpretive and applied levels
T

'

Readability

Appropriate grade level according to
-f o r m u l a.
Syntax. natural -
Vocabulary introduced clearly .

-

Sequence and organization of in formition

Concepts related to past experiences, to .
graphics

Adequate use of transitions

Supplementary materials

Lab manual experiments appropriate°

. Lab manual formit clear, consistent ,

Supplementary visuals professiOnal,
stimulating

Supplementary equipment worth price
(which is ) compared to
school-generated materials

Recennmendatioris (Check A, B, or C)

Denartmentisyttem should adopt tide text reviewed.

47

47
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19 ...

List advantages:
. .

a. Objectives are compatible with thohe of the science depar.tinent.
b. Visuals are clear and interesting.
c. Others. ;

Department/systemshould conditionally accept the text reviewed.

List the - conditions:
. .

a.. Text is acceptable if the materials are used "at, the junior high
school level in the basic program.

b. Text is acceptable if supplementary visuals and equipment are
purchased at the same time.

c. Others.

Department/system should reject the text reviewed.

List reasons:

a. Objectives are incompatible with those of the science department.
b. There are insufficient questions on the interpretive level. ,

c. Others.

a
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APPENDIX D

SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS FROM WHICH EXERCISES WERE DEVELOPED
FOR THIS BOOK

Earth, Science Currjculum Project. investigating the Earth Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1967.

Haber-Schairn, Uri, and others. Introductory Physical Science. 2nd ed. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1972.

Kaufman, Milton, and others. Understanding Radio Electronics. 4th ed New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972.

Namowitz, Samuel M., and Stone, Donald B. Earth Science,. The World We Live
In. 211d ed. Princeton, N.J.: D, Van Nostrand Co., 1960.

$

Otto, James H., and others. Biology investigations. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1977.

Otto, James H., and Towle, Albert, Modern Biology. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1977.

Rutherford, F. James; Holton. Gerald; and Watson, Fletcher G., directors.
Project Physics New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975.

Smallwood, William L.. and Green. Edna R, Biology, teacher's ed. Morris-
town, NJ.: Silver Burdett Co., 1968:

Toon, Ernest R. Foundations of Chemistry. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
,.

Winston, 1973. 0.Ka, .
49

49
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APPENDIX E

SUPPLEMENTARY SOURCES FOR THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM

Nonprint Materials . ,

Educator's Guide to Free Audio and Video Mate'rials
Educator's Guide to Free Films .. .....,
Educator's Guide to Free Filmstrips
Educator's Guide to Free Tapes, Scripts. and Transcriptions

Educator's Progress Service, Inc.
Randolph, Wisconsin 53956

NICEMIndex to Free' Educational MaterialMultimedia
National Information Center for Educational Media (NICEM) .'
University of Southe4alifornia ,, I
University Park
Los Angeles, California 90007 ...._

e'

4.,

Print Sources ,

Scientific magazines, such as:.

American Forests 1
Audubon Magazine

.
...,

Chemistry
Current Science Aviation
Mechanics lilt's red . *-,
Natural History - .

SokPopular Mechanics
Scientific American
Today's Health A

..
0

Reprints of individual articles from SctentificAmerican

W. H. Freeman and Company
660 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94101 .d. *

c

.

Books with science content, such as: . .
---,

Adamson, Joy. Born Free. New York: ganclqin House, 1974. .
Asimov, Isaac, Of Matters Great and Small. New York: Ace Books, 1976.
Carson, Rachel. The Sea Around Us. New York: New American Library,

1954.
The Silent Spring, New York: Fawcett, 1977.

Cousteau, Jacques-Yves and Dumas, Frederic. The Silent World. New York
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1965: .

.50
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i.

,
flerriot, James. All Things Bright and Beautiful. New York: Bantam Boiiks,

1975.
Heyerdahl, Thor. Kon Tiki. New York: Ballantine Books, 1973. .

Moore, Patrick and Jackson, Francis. Life on Mhrs. New York: W. W, Norton
. and Co., 1965.
Van Lawick-Goodall, Jane, and Van Lawick-Goodall, Hugo. In the Shadow

of Man. New York: Dell Publishers, 1974.

Science fiction selections i
Biographies of famous scientists

Reference books, such as:
*

Asimoy.,.1saac. Words of Science New York: Mentor Books, 1969.
Life Series on The Sea. The Desert. The Forest. and The Mind. Morristown,

NJ.: Silver Burdett Co, . . s
Mandell, Alan, The Language of Science. Washington, .D.C.: National

Science TeaChers Association, 1974.
The World Almanac. New York: Newspaper Enterprise Association, pub-

lished annually.
.

Specialized handbooks, such as.

,

,
Condon, E. U. and Odishaw, Hugh, eds. Handbook of Physics. New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967.
Weast, Robert C., ed. Handbook of Chemistry. West Palm Beach, Ra.:

CRC Press, published annually, , ..

S,pecialized encyclopedias, such as: .

The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1963,

The Larousse Encyclopedia fl Animal Life. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1961. 1

Encyclopedia of Chemistry./New York: Reinhold, 1966.
Encyclopedia of Physics. IlewYork: Reinhold, 3966.

Research aids, such as:

51

.

The handbook used f research pipers by the English4artment of your .
school.

Theriault, Albert ., Jr. Guide to Writing Term Papers. New York:
AMSCO Schoo Publications, 1971.

Warren, James. lid to Write a Research Paper. Boston: Branden Press, 1972.

Indexes:

1Readers' tilde to Periodical Literature
Biologic' and Agricultural Index ---,"'

. .

51
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Applied Science and Technology Index
Environment Index

,Itionaries, such as:

Webster's International. Unabridged edition.
The America') Heritage Dictionarf. ,

Free and inexpensive topical literature from:

The American Association for the Advancement of Science
1015 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 10005

(for readable tradebooks)

Senior Scholastic Magatne Book Services
Science World Bo6k CI b
.50 West 44th Street
New York, N.Y.. 10036

(for inexpensive paperbacks)

Superintendent of Documerits
U.S. Gave nt Pripting Offices
Washington,'7.C. 20402

1 (for a list of low-cost pamphlets)

O
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